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MOGUL IN TRAINING

UNLEASH YOUR DOPENESS™
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Khaliah will share tips and insight she picked up along the
By implementing Khaliah’s Unleash Your
Dopeness™
tools,
way serving
small business owners as Vice President in the
KOG is the platform used by Khaliah
to share
your team will be UNSTOPPABLE resulting in increased
banking industry and currently utilizes in her own business.
proﬁts and productivity.
Khaliah’s “Mogul
In Training” Worksheet and Resource List

is included.

KEY TAKEAWAYS:
1. Leadership
2. Performance Productivity
 
3. Diversity & Inclusion
4. Change Management



Yet hope springs eternal.

KEY TAKEAWAYS:
1. Brand vs. Reputation


2. Examine Your Emotional Intelligence
3. How Tomother—Cynthia
Assemble Your
In the summer of 2001, Khaliah’s
A. Virtual
Guillory—was diagnosed
Board of Directors
In the fall of 2002, Cynthia succumbed
 





CAGs mission is dedicated to
FINANCIAL LITERACY
The intention
of this talk
to inspire
each of Khaliah
us to have
a
Through
herisCAG
endeavors,
discovered
her gift
to reach
others.
FOR
MINI-MOGULS

DIVERSITY DEPOSITS

human to human connection, embrace our uniqueness and
Simply put, this interactive workshop will challenge the
identify personal misconceptions & unconcious biases.
audience to adopt and build a solid foundation that will
award recognizes professionals who demonstrate leadership within their communities. She graduated
*Also offered asThis
workshop.
lead to ﬁnancial freedom.

KEY TAKEAWAYS:
1. Tribal Diversity
2. Embrace Change
3. Ways to Improve Diversity &
Inclusion Comfort Level
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KEY TAKEAWAYS:
1. Buying Power

2. Budget Management
3. Education’s Role In Finance
4. How to Navigate the Finance Game



WHAT
CLIENTS
HAVE
TO SAY?
BOOK KHALIAH

“Inspirational. Insightful. Motivating. These are three words that only begin to describe Khaliah Guillory as a
Keynote Speaker. She has a true gift to move an audience into action. Her engaging style kept our audience at
the edge of their seats.”
—T. Bohlmann, Forbes Coaches Council
“Khaliah is absolutely a fantastic speaker! My biggest takeaway was identifying who’s the connector and champion in my network. My team left with tangible ways to improve their network both personally and professionally.”
—J. Jones-Moore, Sr. Talent Acquisition & Diversity Manager, Gamestop






“Khaliah is one of the best keynote speakers I have ever heard! She is engaging, warm, inspiring and real. She
is truly passionate about diversity in the workplace and will inspire your audience to be comfortable in their skin.”
—S. Gold, Community Development Specialist, Microsoft
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Khaliah Guillory is on a quest to fuel her passion and fulfill
her purpose. At the core, she is a Performance Productivity
Expert, Lover of Humanity, and Philanthropist. These are a
few words that describe her contribution to the universe.
Buoyed by her passion to inspire others by means of speaking, Khaliah founded
KOG & Company (KOG) in 2015. KOG, is a people empowerment platform built
to encourage the masses to operate outside of their fears and summon up the
unmitigated gall to courageously pursue their purpose and passions in life. As Khaliah
uses her voice for life-transformation success, her most thought provoking talks are
“Unleash Your Dopeness”, “Diversity Deposits”, and Mogul In Training”.
Khaliah’s expertise and vast experiences as a leader working for Fortune 500
companies have awarded her Houston’s Next Generation of Leaders Award.
This award recognizes professionals who demonstrate leadership within their
communities. She graduated from the University of Central Florida, Nicholson School
of Communication with a Bachelor’s Degree in Communications and is a member of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. Khaliah proudly serves as an elected officer for
the Advisory Board of Texas Diversity Council and grateful for being selected as a
participant in Leadership Houston Class XXXVI.
As Khaliah’s destiny is taking flight in more ways than one, her winning personality and
candid take on diversity in life have landed her a spot hosting the Startup Master’s
Podcast and a contributor for the international media platform, the Huffington Post.
Because Khaliah understands that every human being was born with a certain measure
of tenacity and strength, her mantra for life is: Unleash Your DopenessTM with the
intention of inspiring the masses to unlock the greatness inside of them.
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